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In recent years, as both the Department of Justice (DOJ) and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) have stepped up their enforcement efforts, the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA) has been the subject of harsh criticism. Although critics have identified a variety of flaws in both the law and its enforcement, no one has seriously questioned a basic policy choice: why an agency whose mission is to protect investors is charged with civil enforcement of the FCPA’s anti-bribery provisions. Congress conferred this authority on the SEC in 1977 despite the SEC’s statements that it did not fit within its mission. For over twenty years, the SEC brought few actions involving allegations of foreign bribery and supported congressional efforts to consolidate enforcement in DOJ. By contrast, the SEC began to enforce the FCPA in the early 2000s with increasing enthusiasm. It has set up a specialized unit and publicized its large settlements, without ever providing an explanation of how enforcing the foreign bribery provision relates to the SEC’s mission “to protect investors, maintain fair, orderly, and efficient markets, and facilitate capital formation.”

I first review the legislative history, the “quiet” years prior to the early 2000s, and the SEC’s aggressive enforcement since then. Next I review academic literature, first, to see if there is a theory to explain the SEC’s behavior and, second, to explore the problems of multi-goal agencies. My central argument is that, since combating global corruption is not part of the SEC’s mission, enforcement of the FCPA should be consolidated in DOJ. Finally, in Dodd-Frank § 1502 (conflict minerals reporting requirement), Congress made the same mistake: it gave the SEC a power that it does not want and that diverts scarce resources from its core mission.
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I. Introduction  

Recently the Office of Investor Education and Advocacy of the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) posted on its website an “Investor Bulletin: The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act—Prohibition of the Payment of Bribes to Foreign Officials.”1 The bulletin provided a concise description of the statute, its enforcement and penalties and explained that it was providing this information “as a service to investors.”2 It did not explain, however, why it thought this was information that investors would find important or useful. This bulletin highlights the conundrum of the SEC’s enforcement of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (FCPA).  
The FCPA, enacted in 1977, has two separate and distinct provisions. The anti-bribery provision prohibits reporting companies from paying bribes to foreign officials to assist in obtaining or retaining business.3 The accounting provisions require reporting companies to maintain accurate books and records and have a system of adequate internal controls.4 The SEC and the Department of Justice (DOJ) share enforcement power; the SEC has the authority to enforce the provisions civilly,5 and DOJ has the authority to bring criminal actions.6  
Congress gave the SEC civil authority to enforce the statute’s anti-bribery provision despite the SEC’s statements that the provision did not fit within its mission. Although the SEC routinely brings actions to enforce the accounting provisions, it brought few actions involving allegations of foreign bribes for

2Id.  
615 U.S.C. §§ 78dd-1 to –3, 78ff (2006). DOJ also has civil anti-bribery enforcement authority over domestic concerns subject to the FCPA. Id. § 78ff.
over twenty years and indeed supported Congressional efforts in the 1980s to consolidate enforcement of the anti-bribery provision in DOJ. In recent years, however, the SEC has aggressively enforced the FCPA, including the creation of a specialized unit devoted to FCPA cases, and has publicized its large settlements. Yet the SEC has never explained how enforcing the anti-bribery provision relates to the SEC’s mission “to protect investors, maintain, fair, orderly, and efficient markets, and facilitate capital formation.”

My principal argument is that the SEC should devote its attention to those activities that are central to its mission, in particular, its mission to protect investors from securities fraud. The paper proceeds as follows:

Part II describes the circumstances surrounding the enactment of the FCPA and the “quiet years” before the SEC stepped up its enforcement efforts in the early 2000s. I examine the SEC’s own statements about the FCPA and its support for proposals to consolidate enforcement of the anti-bribery provision in DOJ. This history makes clear that while the SEC viewed the FCPA’s accounting provisions as central to its campaign to improve corporate accountability and governance, the SEC demonstrated little interest in enforcing the anti-bribery provision and never asserted that it was related to the SEC’s mission.

Part III describes the new era of aggressive enforcement beginning in the early 2000s and intensifying under the terms of SEC Chairmen Christopher Cox and Mary Schapiro. While the SEC proudly announces its large-dollar amount FCPA settlements, it has not offered a convincing explanation about how these enforcement actions relate to its mission.

---


8 Statistics about SEC enforcement actions (both judicial and administrative), unless attributed to another source, are from a self-constructed database compiled by reviewing Litigation Releases and Accounting and Auditing Enforcement Releases posted on the SEC website from 1978 through December 31, 2011, supplemented with Westlaw and Lexis searches. SEC FCPA ACTIONS DATABASE (on file with author). If an action named multiple defendants, it was counted as one action; if the SEC simultaneously filed a judicial and an administrative action against the same defendants, it was counted as two actions. Id. The SEC FCPA Actions Database includes not only actions where the SEC alleges a § 30A violation, but also those where the factual allegations refer to foreign bribery, even though the alleged violations are only the accounting provisions. Id. The SEC itself identifies the latter as FCPA cases in its press releases. E.g., Press Release, U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, SEC Charges Willbros Group and Former Employees with Foreign Bribery (May 14, 2008), available at http://www.sec.gov/news/press/2008/2008-86.htm.
Part IV first reviews the academic literature that offers theories to explain agency behavior and finds that it does not provide a convincing explanation for the SEC’s about-face. After reviewing recent literature on multiple-goal agencies, I argue that the SEC should redirect its energies to its core mission of investor protection. It is finally time to consolidate enforcement of the FCPA in DOJ.

Finally, Congress should refrain from tasking the SEC with additional responsibilities unrelated to its core mission. The history of the FCPA serves as a cautionary tale. In the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act (Dodd-Frank), Congress charged the SEC with promulgating rules to implement the “conflict minerals” provision that requires reporting companies to disclose whether they manufacture products using “conflicts minerals” from the Democratic Republic of Congo or contiguous countries. As a result, the SEC has already expended countless hours of staff time in drafting regulations on a politically sensitive issue for which the SEC has no expertise.

II. ENACTMENT OF THE FCPA AND THE “QUIET YEARS”

A. The Enactment of the FCPA

The enactment of the FCPA in 1977 is a testament to the force of Stanley Sporkin, the SEC’s Director of Enforcement at the time. The SEC had only a few years earlier reorganized the Enforcement Division to centralize most of its enforcement activity in the D.C. office instead of in the SEC’s regional offices, thus allowing the division, for the first time, to pursue coordinated enforcement efforts on a national scale. In addition to possessing a larger enforcement staff, Mr. Sporkin had tremendous energy, an inquiring mind, and training as an accountant. During the Watergate investigation, officers of major U.S. corporations testified about corporate political contributions to President Nixon’s re-election campaign. Mr. Sporkin has recalled: “After hearing the

10 Joel Seligman, The Transformation of Wall Street 540 (3d ed. 2003) ("No history of the Securities and Exchange Commission would be complete without noting the competence and ingenuity of the [SEC’s] Enforcement Division under its second director, Stanley Sporkin.").
testimony, several accounting questions immediately sprang to my mind. How did a publicly traded corporation record such an illegal transaction? What, if any, information did the outside auditors have?”13 He initiated an SEC informal inquiry that revealed instances of illegal and questionable payments that were disguised on the corporate books and records.14 The SEC’s informal inquiry turned into a formal SEC investigation that uncovered evidence of bribes to officials of foreign governments made by many of the nation’s leading corporations.15 Indeed, because of the volume of cases, the SEC instituted what subsequently became a standard enforcement tool—a voluntary disclosure program that required corporations to conduct an independent investigation to determine the scope of the activity, disclose publicly their improper payments, and agree to remediation efforts.16

To the SEC, the issue was the “integrity and reliability of the corporate books and records”17:

The almost universal characteristic of the cases reviewed to date by the [SEC] has been the apparent frustration of our system of corporate accountability which has been designed to assure that there is a proper accounting of the use of corporate funds and that documents filed with the [SEC] and circulated to shareholders do not omit or misrepresent material facts. Millions of dollars of funds have been inaccurately recorded in corporate books and records to facilitate the making of questionable payments. Such falsification of records has been known to corporate employees and often to top management, but often has been concealed from outside auditors and counsel and outside directors.

Accordingly, the primary thrust of our actions has been to restore the efficacy of the system of corporate accountability and to encourage the boards of directors to exercise their authority to deal with the issue.

To this end we have sought independent review of past disclosure in our enforcement actions and in our voluntary disclosure program; we have requested the auditing profession to review its procedures and to make

14 Sporkin, supra note 13, at 271.
15 See U.S. SEC. & EXCH. COMM’N, REPORT OF THE SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION ON QUESTIONABLE AND ILLEGAL CORPORATE PAYMENTS AND PRACTICES 1–57 (1976), reprinted in Special Supplement, Sec. Reg. & L. Rep. (BNA) No. 353 (May 19, 1976) [hereinafter SEC REPORT] (describing the SEC’s activities, analyzing public information that was disclosed as a result of these activities, and discussing responses of the private sector to the identified problems).
16 SEC REPORT, supra note 15, at 6–12; Sporkin, supra note 13, at 273.
17 SEC REPORT, supra note 15, at 3; see also Sporkin, supra note 13, at 274 (“[W]hat was necessary was a simple law that would require corporations to keep accurate books and records.”).
suggestions for dealing with the problem and we have asked the New York
Stock Exchange and others to consider helping us strengthen the ability and
resolve of the boards of our major corporations to act independently of
operating management.\footnote{SEC REPORT, supra note 15, at a–b.}

The questionable payments scandal thus marked the beginning of the SEC’s
campaign to improve corporate accountability. To that end, the SEC proposed
legislation that would:

1. Prohibit falsification of corporate accounting records;
2. Prohibit the making of false and misleading statements by corporate
agents to auditors; and
3. “[R]equire management to establish and maintain its own system of
internal accounting controls designed to provide reasonable assurances
that corporate transactions are executed in accordance with
management’s general or specific authorization; and that such
transactions as are authorized are properly reflected on the
corporation’s books and records in such a manner as to permit the
preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles . . . .”\footnote{Id. at 58–59.}

The SEC, however, expressed no views on “whether there should be a
general statutory prohibition against the making of certain kinds of foreign
payments.”\footnote{Id. at 61.} This was a question beyond the scope of the SEC’s authority and
expertise because it “presents a broad issue of national policy with important
implications for international trade and commerce, the appropriateness of
application of United States law to transactions by United States citizens in
foreign countries, and the possible impact of such legislation upon the foreign
relations of the United States.”\footnote{Id. at 61–62.} Indeed, in written testimony submitted to the
Senate Banking Committee on the proposed legislation, SEC Chairman
Roderick Hills made clear that:

[The SEC] would prefer not to be involved in civil enforcement of [the anti-
bribery] prohibitions since they embody separate and distinct policies from
those underlying the federal securities laws. The securities laws are designed
primarily to insure disclosure to investors of all the relevant facts concerning
corporations which seek to raise their capital from the public at large. The
[anti-bribery] prohibitions . . . , on the other hand, would impose substantive
regulation on a particular aspect of corporate behavior. . . . [T]he enforcement of such provisions does not easily fit within the [SEC]’s mandate.\textsuperscript{22}

Despite the SEC’s disclaimer, however, Congress determined to give the SEC the power to bring civil enforcement actions against reporting companies for violations of § 30A, the anti-bribery provision, as well as violations of § 13(b)(2), the books and records and internal controls provisions (collectively, the “accounting provisions”), in large part because of the SEC’s early leadership on the issue and its development of expertise in foreign investigations.\textsuperscript{23} The Senate Report gave three additional reasons:

1. “If this investigative responsibility were to be assigned solely to the Justice Department . . . that agency would have to duplicate the investigative capability already in the SEC at a greater cost to the Government.”\textsuperscript{24}

2. “The committee believes this division of responsibility will result in a stronger enforcement effort compared to an exclusive assignment to the Justice Department. It is often difficult to assemble the degree of evidence required in a criminal action, but enough evidence may exist to enable the SEC to halt a continuation of the corrupt practices through an injunctive action.”\textsuperscript{25}

3. “The committee believes that, by assigning to the SEC enforcement responsibilities for the new prohibition, it will strengthen the [SEC]’s ability to enforce compliance with the existing requirements of the securities laws, and with the new accounting provisions recommended by the [SEC] . . . .”\textsuperscript{26}

\textsuperscript{22}Foreign Corrupt Practices and Domestic and Foreign Investment Disclosure: Hearing on S. 305 Before the Comm. on Banking, Hous., & Urban Affairs, 95th Cong. 124–25 (1977) (statement of Roderick Hills, Chairman, U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n); see also id. at 111 (“[W]e do not seek nor entirely wish to have the responsibility for stopping these kinds of payments. Because our role in this area is mostly disclosure . . . I hope that over the course of time, the [SEC’s] role doesn’t change from disclosure to the regulating of corporate conduct.”).

\textsuperscript{23}S. Rep. No. 95-114, at 11–12 (1977), reprinted in 1997 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4098. For a critical contemporary view, see Russell B. Stevenson, Jr., The SEC and Foreign Bribery, 32 Bus. Law. 53, 70 (1976) (“The ‘improper payments’ controversy focuses the spotlight once more on the almost painful tension between the SEC’s view of its proper role in the world—the protection of investors through the medium of disclosure and the regulation of securities markets—and the pressures on it as the only effective agency in the field to do something about corporate management.”).


\textsuperscript{25}Id. at 12.

\textsuperscript{26}Id.
Congress may also have been concerned that DOJ, as part of the executive branch, might be less enthusiastic about enforcing the FCPA because of foreign policy concerns.\textsuperscript{27}

\textbf{B. The Corporate Accountability Campaign}

SEC Chairman Harold M. Williams\textsuperscript{28} made clear that from the SEC’s standpoint the accounting provisions were far more significant than the anti-bribery provision.\textsuperscript{29} Indeed, the SEC made few public statements about the anti-bribery provision and expressed little interest in enforcing it. In its first release, which simply provided a brief description of the FCPA’s provisions, it noted that “[a] number of inquiries have been received by the staff which relate to the scope of the Act and the applicability of its criminal provisions to specific factual situations.”\textsuperscript{30} In response, the SEC stated that it “does not intend to render interpretive advice on the applicability of the Act’s proscriptions to particular factual situations.”\textsuperscript{31}

Instead, the SEC remained focused on corporate accountability. The accounting provisions were described as “a measure to foster managerial integrity,”\textsuperscript{32} because there was “increasing attention to, and interest in, the effectiveness of internal accounting controls”\textsuperscript{33} as a result of the improper payments scandals. As part of its message of corporate accountability, the SEC began to emphasize corporate governance and advocated practices—
independent directors and an independent audit committee to exercise oversight.

\textsuperscript{27}See SELIGMAN, supra note 10, at 548 (describing efforts made by Ford administration to remove jurisdiction over questionable payment sanctions from the SEC).

\textsuperscript{28}Harold M. Williams was the SEC Chairman from April 18, 1977 until March 1, 1981. \textit{SEC Historical Summary of Chairmen and Commissioners, SEC. & EXCHANGE COMMISSION}, http://www.sec.gov/about/sechistoricalsummary.htm (last modified Aug. 28, 2012) [hereinafter SEC, Historical Summary].


\textsuperscript{31}Id.

\textsuperscript{32}Daniel L. Goelzer, \textit{The Accounting Provisions of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act—The Federalization of Corporate Recordkeeping and Internal Control}, 5 J. CORP. L. 1, 4 (1979). Mr. Goelzer was Executive Assistant to SEC Chairman Williams at the time. \textit{Id.} at 1.

\textsuperscript{33}1979 SEC ANNUAL REPORT 30; see also Goelzer, supra note 32, at 6 (describing the improper payments as “symptoms of weak corporate accountability and governance mechanisms which transcended the disclosure requirements of the securities laws”).
over management and the role of the auditor as an independent gatekeeper that were not fully achieved until after another era of corporate scandals (Enron, Worldcom, etc.) that resulted in the enactment of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002. Chairman Williams gave numerous speeches on corporate accountability throughout his tenure. He frequently laid out a vision of the corporate board consisting principally of independent directors and with independent nominating, compensation, and audit committees, and the oversight function performed by the auditor.

The organized corporate bar, recognizing that the SEC was moving beyond its traditional focus on disclosure and materiality, reacted with alarm. An influential ABA committee issued a report describing the accounting provisions as “the most extensive application of Federal law into internal corporate affairs since passage of the 1933 and 1934 Acts” and the statutory language as “simplistic and vague.” The report predicted “at least the possibility that the new statute will create extensive new liabilities for corporate managements,

---

34 Goelzer, supra note 32, at 33 (noting that the SEC’s General Counsel suggested that the accounting provisions could be the basis for requiring corporations to have audit committees and management review of audit controls).


39 Goelzer, supra note 32, at 5.


41 Id. at 309.
auditors, and corporate counsel, and have sweeping though unintended effects on the working relationships among them."42

In February 1979, the SEC adopted two rules to implement the accounting provisions.43 The adopting release did not alleviate the corporate bar’s anxiety. Although the SEC noted commenters’ concerns about the breadth of the rules, it rejected calls to include materiality and scienter limitations as inconsistent with the goal of corporate accountability. It also sought to reassure:

[T]hat the concern expressed with respect to inadvertent and inconsequential errors is unwarranted. The statute does not require perfection but only that books, records and accounts “in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the issuer” (emphasis added). In addition, the legislative history reflects that “standards of reasonableness” are to be used in applying this provision.44

C. Push Back

By the early 1980s, it was clear that corporate resistance to both the accounting and the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA had not abated. One critic noted that “[t]he Senate Banking Committee demanded a strong criminal statute making bribery punishable by a prison term. The [SEC] demanded greater authority to regulate accounting and bookkeeping practices. So, in the spirit of true Washington compromise, a law was produced that combined the worst of both worlds.”45

1. Accounting Provisions

In March 1981, the General Accounting Office (GAO) released the results of a survey of 250 Fortune 1000 industrial firms that showed widespread

42 Id. at 308.
dissatisfaction with the accounting provisions and, in particular, that “business
believes compliance is unreasonable without a materiality standard.” The
GAO recommended that the SEC provide business with further guidance.

The SEC provided assurances that enforcement would not be heavy-handed
and encouraged private sector initiatives to improve corporate accountability.
For example, in June 1980, the SEC withdrew two proposed rules that would
have required management to make a statement on internal accounting control
and would have required the company’s auditor to report on the management’s
statement. While it stated that it was withdrawing the proposal in part because
of significant private sector initiatives, it also noted the substantial opposition to
the proposed rules because of concerns about government over-reaching.

Finally, in January 1981, Chairman Williams made a speech in which he
acknowledged the widespread anxiety about the accounting provisions that may
have resulted in “overly-burdensome compliance systems.” Williams also
recognized “meaningful developments within the private sector . . . in the area
of corporate accountability”: independent directors, audit committees, internal
auditors, and the experience factor. Accordingly, he set forth an official
statement of SEC policy in which he emphasized that “reasonable business
decisions” would be afforded deference and that inadvertent mistakes would not
give rise to enforcement actions. Moreover, a company should not “be
enjoined for a falsification of which its management, broadly defined, was not

\footnotesize
46 U.S. GEN. ACCOUNTING OFFICE (GAO), AFMD-81-34, IMPACT OF FOREIGN CORRUPT
47 Id. at iii. It also recommended that Congress limit criminal penalties for violations of
the accounting provisions to “knowing and willful falsification of corporate books and
records.” Id.
48 In its 1980 Annual Report, the SEC noted that it had “devoted a great deal of study . . . to comments by corporations and their auditors” about difficulties in complying
with the accounting provisions. 1980 SEC ANNUAL REPORT, at viii.
49 See Statement of Management on Internal Accounting Control, Exchange Act
Release No. 15,772, 17 SEC Docket 421, 421 (Apr. 30, 1979) (proposal) (withdrawn in
16,877, 20 SEC Docket 310, 310 (June 6, 1980)). These were predecessors to the SOX
§ 404(a) and (b) requirements.
50 See Statement of Management on Internal Accounting Control, Exchange Act
51 See Harold M. Williams, Chairman, U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n, The Accounting
http://www.sec.gov/news/speech/1981/011381williams.pdf; see also Stephen J. Friedman,
friedman.pdf (stating that controversy over accounting provisions was “a source of deep
concern” at the SEC).
52 Williams, supra note 51, at 19–20.
53 Id. at 4.
aware and reasonably should not have known."54 The SEC described this statement as an “unprecedented step” taken in response to the anxiety within the business and professional communities.55

2. Anti-Bribery Provision

The 1981 GAO survey also reported that the business community believed that the anti-bribery prohibition was vague, ambiguous, and imposed a competitive disadvantage on them.56 Although the GAO acknowledged that DOJ had in place a procedure to obtain guidance, the GAO did not believe that it effectively addressed the statute’s ambiguities. Accordingly, it recommended that DOJ and the SEC develop alternative ways to address them,57 advice that was not followed.

In 1980, the SEC, for the first and only time, sought comments on the impact and operation of the anti-bribery provision in order “to understand and evaluate any questions or concerns which may have arisen since [the statute’s] enactment.”58 In the release it emphasized again that its interest in improper corporate payments stemmed from concern about “weaknesses in the corporate accountability mechanisms which undergird the disclosure requirements of the federal securities laws.”59 With respect to the anti-bribery provision, it observed that “it has been publicly reported that U.S. corporations are experiencing difficulty in conducting their operations as a result of questions concerning the applicability of the new antibribery prohibitions.”60 Because the SEC had no empirical evidence concerning the law’s impact on U.S. businesses, it issued the release to obtain information. The SEC also invited comment on its policy that it would not give advice concerning the applicability of the FCPA to particular transactions.61

The SEC received only fourteen comment letters.62 This was, the SEC decided, “too sparse to permit a fair and comprehensive analysis to be made at this time with respect to the impact and operation of the bribery prohibitions.”63 The SEC also announced that, as a matter of prosecutorial discretion, it would

54 Id. at 3.
55 1980 SEC ANNUAL REPORT, at ix.
56 GAO, supra note 46, at i.
57 Id. at iii.
59 Id. at 692.
60 Id. at 693.
61 Id. at 694–95.
63 Id. at 1263.
take no enforcement action alleging violations of the anti-bribery provision if the issuer had obtained assurances from DOJ that it would not take any enforcement action.64 Both the apparent lack of interest on the part of the business community and the SEC’s exercise of prosecutorial discretion may reflect the fact that the SEC had brought only two enforcement actions to date.65

3. The 1981 Hearing

In response to business concerns, the Senate Banking Committee held a hearing to consider amending the FCPA, at which DOJ66 and GAO67 testified in support of consolidating enforcement of the anti-bribery provision in DOJ. The SEC did not oppose the consolidation, stating that “[t]he [SEC]’s primary mission is disclosure to investors, not substantive regulation of commercial transactions.”68 The committee, in fact, did make this recommendation,69 but Congress did not act upon it.

D. The Quiet Years

After Chairman Williams stepped down in 1981, the SEC devoted little attention to either the accounting or the anti-bribery provisions of the FCPA.70 Instead, Chairman John Shad71 focused on capital formation issues,72 and the Enforcement Division returned to core enforcement priorities and insider

---


68 Id. at 278 (statement of John S. R. Shad, Chairman, U.S. Sec. & Exch. Comm’n); see also id. at 287 (“Section 30A has not been an important part of the [SEC]’s enforcement authority.”).


70 See Marc I. Steinberg, The Securities and Exchange Commission’s Administrative, Enforcement, and Legislative Programs and Policies—Their Influence on Corporate Internal Affairs, 58 NOTRE DAME L. REV. 173, 174 (1982) (stating that after Williams’ tenure, the SEC retreated from corporate accountability issues).

71 John Shad was the SEC Chairman from May 6, 1981 until June 18, 1987. SEC, Historical Summary, supra note 28.

trading. SEC Commissioners and senior officials did not make major speeches addressing any aspect of the FCPA. In fact, the only reference in a Commissioner’s speech during this period was a speech on June 9, 1983 by John Evans, in which he described the anti-bribery provision as based on a national policy unrelated to the objectives of the federal securities laws. The Enforcement Division routinely brought actions for violations of the accounting provisions, but only a very few of them involved alleged violations of the anti-bribery provision. The SEC expressed only intermittent interest in

---

73 Harvey L. Pitt & Karen L. Shapiro, Securities Regulation by Enforcement: A Look Ahead at the Next Decade, 7 YALE J. ON REG. 149, 199 (1990).


strengthening corporate accountability and did not adopt any regulations or make any major policy statements relating to corporate governance.\textsuperscript{76}

In 1983, the Senate Banking Committee again held a hearing that addressed the consolidation of enforcement within DOJ.\textsuperscript{77} Like his predecessor, SEC Chairman Shad testified that “[t]he [SEC]’s primary mission is disclosure, not substantive regulation of commercial transactions. Therefore, repeal of section 30A or consolidation of that requirement within the Justice Department would not impair the SEC’s ability to administer the securities laws.”\textsuperscript{78}

Once again, the Senate Committee recommended consolidation of enforcement of the anti-bribery provisions in DOJ;\textsuperscript{79} once again, Congress took no action.\textsuperscript{80} Even though Congress amended other provisions of the FCPA in 1988\textsuperscript{81} and again in 1998,\textsuperscript{82} it has not again seriously considered consolidation.

The 1998 amendments implemented a treaty that established international standards governing foreign corrupt practices.\textsuperscript{83} While there were predictions

\textsuperscript{76} The SEC did not propose any rules or issue any interpretive guidance until 1988, when it returned to the issue of corporate accountability and proposed a rule, in response to the Treadway Commission, that would require registrants to include a report of management’s responsibilities in their annual reports. Report of Management’s Responsibilities, Exchange Act Release No. 25,925, 53 Fed. Reg. 28,009 (July 26, 1988). The SEC did not adopt this proposal, and corporate accountability appeared not to be on the SEC agenda until 1991, when the SEC Annual Report described “[s]ignificant congressional interest in management reports,” including a bill (not enacted) that would have required an SEC “study of registrants’ compliance with the accounting and internal controls provisions.” 1991 SEC ANNUAL REPORT 63.


\textsuperscript{78} Id. at 49 (statement of John S. R. Shad, Chairman, U.S. Sec. and Exch. Comm’n).


\textsuperscript{80} Consolidation of the anti-bribery provision in DOJ was also proposed in 1986. See Business Accounting and Foreign Trade Simplification Act: Joint Hearing on S. 430 Before the Subcomm. on Int’l Fin. & Monetary Policy and the Subcomm. on Sec. of the Comm. on Banking, Hous., & Urban Affairs, 99th Cong. 63 (1986).


\textsuperscript{83} The Annual Report for fiscal year 1990 reported that SEC staff participated in discussions at the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) regarding the establishment of international standards governing foreign corrupt practices. 1990 SEC ANNUAL REPORT 23. The Annual Report for fiscal year 1994 discussed the SEC’s participation, at the direction of Congress, in efforts of the OECD to address the issue of illicit payments. 1994 SEC ANNUAL REPORT 26. The Annual Report for fiscal year 1996 reported that the SEC “contributed to international and U.S. government initiatives to battle corruption and promote practical ways to combat bribery by publicly held companies.” 1996 SEC ANNUAL REPORT 33. The SEC, with the Departments of State and Justice, also worked with the OECD Working Group on Bribery to address foreign bribery through accounting
by the time of the 1998 amendments that SEC enforcement might pick up, in fact, the SEC brought no FCPA actions in fiscal year (FY) 1998, FY 1999, and FY 2000.

III. The Era of Aggressive SEC Enforcement of the FCPA

A. The SEC: FY 2001 Through FY 2006

Although the SEC did not signal any change in enforcement policy, the SEC began to enforce the FCPA in earnest in the early 2000s. Beginning with FY 2001, the SEC instituted FCPA proceedings on a regular basis although, through FY 2006, the number of actions in each year remained in the single digits. The SEC began also to highlight selected FCPA actions in SEC Annual Reports as significant enforcement actions.

The SEC also significantly increased monetary sanctions in FCPA cases. In its settlement with ABB Ltd., in July 2004, the SEC employed, for the first time in the FCPA context, the remedial tool that became the SEC’s primary remedy—disgorgement of illicit profits ($5.9 million). In addition, the $10.5 million penalty imposed was considerably larger than previous penalties.

and auditing requirements. Id. Finally, the Annual Report for fiscal year 1998 reported that on November 10, 1998, President Clinton signed into law amendments to the FCPA that implemented a treaty negotiated by OECD. 1998 SEC ANNUAL REPORT 87. The SEC had testified in support of these changes. Id.


See SEC FCPA ACTIONS DATABASE, supra note 8 (revealing the number of actions each year from 2001 through 2006 as seven (FY 01), four (FY 02), four (FY 03), four (FY 04), seven (FY 05), and six (FY 06)).


SEC Sues ABB Ltd. in Foreign Bribery Case, Litigation Release No. 18,775, 2004 WL 1514888 (July 6, 2004) [hereinafter SEC Sues ABB Ltd. in Foreign Bribery Case].

Previously the largest civil penalty was $500,000. SEC Files Settled Enforcement Action Against Schering-Plough Corporation for Foreign Corrupt Practices Act Violations,
although the significance of this is diminished by the fact that payment was deemed satisfied by two affiliates’ payment of criminal fines in parallel DOJ proceedings, in part because of ABB’s cooperation with the SEC staff (including self-reporting). Imposition of larger penalties was consistent with a more aggressive enforcement policy generally at the SEC; beginning in 2003, the SEC began levying larger penalties in corporate fraud cases. A survey reports, however, that FCPA cases settle for larger amounts than SEC settlements overall in the post-SOX era.

B. The Cox and Schapiro Years

In FY 2007, under the tenure of Chairman Christopher Cox, the SEC not only stepped up its enforcement of the FCPA, but also publicized its FCPA actions, a trend that has continued under the tenure of SEC Chairman Mary Schapiro. In each of the five most recent fiscal years, the SEC has brought FCPA actions in the double-digits, and an SEC press release in October 2008 described FCPA cases as a “growth” area.

Besides the increase in the number of cases, the size of the sanctions also increased significantly, as SEC Enforcement Directors frequently boasted. In
December 2008, government officials, including SEC Enforcement Director Linda Chatman Thomsen, called a news conference to announce a $1.6 billion settlement among Siemens AG, the SEC, DOJ, and a number of other U.S. and international law enforcement bodies. The SEC portion of the settlement—$350 million in disgorgement—was by far the largest settlement amount obtained by the SEC under the FCPA.

The Siemens settlement also marked the first time that U.S. and foreign prosecutors had coordinated their enforcement efforts to address violations of anti-bribery laws. The fight against global corruption has become a favorite talking point of the SEC and indeed appears to be the sole justification for the SEC’s aggressive enforcement.

In January 2009, President Obama named Mary L. Schapiro to chair the SEC, and she assumed the responsibility of restoring the credibility of the SEC, which had been humiliated by the Madoff scandal. In order to enhance the stature of the Enforcement Division, she recruited a new Director of Enforcement, Robert Khuzami, with a strong background as a federal prosecutor. Mr. Khuzami, in turn, recruited from outside the SEC two deputy directors, perhaps to mark a break from the past and emphasize Enforcement’s new outlook. One of Mr. Khuzami’s first acts was to form five specialized units within the Enforcement Division to handle complex cases, one of which,
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the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act unit, would “focus on new and proactive approaches to identifying violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act.”

In November 2010, the SEC and DOJ conducted the first sweep of an industrial sector (the oil services industry) to crack down on foreign payments and obtained settlements with seven companies; the total sanctions paid to the SEC amounted to $236.5 million. In announcing the settlements, the SEC made clear that coordinated law enforcement efforts against industry sectors would continue.

Remarkably, at no time have these SEC Chairmen or Enforcement Directors offered a convincing explanation of how the enforcement of the anti-bribery provision fits within the SEC’s mission. In discussing the increased efforts, Chairman Cox related it vaguely to two of his themes—enforcement as the SEC’s top priority and the importance of international cooperation in an era of global securities markets. Chairman Schapiro asserted a connection thusly: “Corrupt business practices hurt companies, developing markets and ultimately investors.” Enforcement Director Thomsen described the FCPA actions as “help[ing] to combat bribery and public corruption in countries all around the globe,” without, however, tying that purpose to the SEC’s mission. In a speech assessing the first one hundred days of his tenure, Mr. Khuzami emphasized that there had been a “reinvigoration of our core mission of investor protection.” In the same speech, speaking about the new FCPA unit, he stated
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that “[w]hile we have been active in this area, more needs to be done, including
being more proactive in investigations, working more closely with our foreign
counterparts, and taking a more global approach to these violations.” Mr.
Khuzami, however, stated no connection between the SEC’s mission and
enforcement of the anti-bribery provision, despite the fact that he articulated as
a first principle the need “to be as strategic as possible” and, as a third principle,
to be “as smart as possible [because the SEC’s] resources are finite and
critically limited.” Moreover, his list of enforcement priorities did not
specifically include FCPA actions.

In addition, apart from the fact that the SEC issues press releases
announcing every FCPA settlement, there has been little discussion by other
Commissioners or in SEC reports about FCPA actions and how these actions
relate to the SEC’s mission. The little commentary there is focuses on the value
of coordinated international efforts to combat bribery and raising the SEC’s
profile on the global stage.

Instead, the SEC’s message is to emphasize the number of actions and the
amount of the sanctions and to project an image of a tough law enforcement
official. While the message may serve a deterrent effect, another purpose may
well be to boost the reputation of the SEC. The Siemens settlement for
example, was announced just a few days after the revelation of the Madoff
fraud called into doubt the SEC’s ability to police the securities markets.
In emphasizing in her remarks the “unsavory story” and the “intricate scheme,”
Ms. Thomsen may well have wanted to communicate the message: see, we can
tack down bad guys and make them pay. Similarly, in the press release
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announcing the settlements in the oil services industry, Mr. Khuzami communicated a strong message of cracking down on corporate wrongdoing:

Bribing customs officials is not only illegal but also bad for business, as the coordinated efforts of law enforcement increase the risk of detection every day. . . . These companies resorted to lucrative arrangements behind the scenes to obtain phony paperwork and special favors, and they landed themselves squarely in investigators’ crosshairs.\(^\text{120}\)

IV. A CALL TO RETURN TO THE SEC’S INVESTOR PROTECTION MISSION

There is extensive academic literature offering theories on what is wrong with agencies in general and the SEC in particular. Public choice theory is the foundation of much critical analysis of how agencies operate. Public choice theory explains that government officials are motivated by self-interest and pursue agendas that advance their interests without regard to the public good.\(^\text{121}\) Administrative agencies act to expand their power and influence, frequently by aligning with the industry they are regulating, and seek opportunities for lucrative post-government employment.\(^\text{122}\) Professor Jonathan Macey, for example, has applied public choice theory to argue that the SEC exhibits symptoms of agency obsolescence that may aggravate agency imperialism, “turf-grabbing,” and capture by special interest groups.\(^\text{123}\) More recently, psychological theory has been used to explain agencies’ poor policy choices. Cognitive errors on the part of government officials can lead to overconfidence and a narrow focus on their mission.\(^\text{124}\) Professors Stephen Choi and Adam Pritchard argue that, because of cognitive biases, the SEC should have to overcome a presumption against regulation and demonstrate a high likelihood

\(^{120}\) SEC Press Release, supra note 105.


\(^{122}\) Rachlinski & Farina, supra note 121, at 567–68.


of net benefits from new regulation. Finally, organization theory asserts that internal institutional biases cause agency dysfunction, which causes the agency to displace public interest goals with self-serving institutional goals. Professor Donald Langevoort has used this theory to explore the SEC’s use of rhetorical conventions in molding agency behavior.

Do any of these theories provide any explanatory power with regard to the history of the SEC’s use of its enforcement powers under the FCPA? Contrary to public choice theory, the SEC did not seek out or welcome the opportunity to expand its power to enforce the anti-bribery provision. To the contrary, as I have recounted, the SEC consistently asserted that it was not part of its mission. On the other hand, the SEC’s recent, unexplained aggressive enforcement fits with the theory that a failing agency may take efforts to reassert its importance. Similarly, the psychological theory does not provide an unequivocal explanation, although its emphasis on overconfidence may explain the contradiction between the SEC’s recent aggressive enforcement and its inability to see that bribery is not part of its mission. Similarly, organization theory’s emphasis on agency dysfunction from within may help explain why the agency took up a campaign against global corruption at a time when it was perceived as failing at its investor protection mission, although the SEC’s abbreviated discussion of its relationship to its mission discounts the significance of rhetoric. Ultimately, however, none of these theories provide much explanatory power for the SEC’s recent aggressive campaign to enforce the FCPA. We are left with the fact that, for unexplained reasons, the SEC determined to make an about-face.

Is it unfair to fault the SEC for enforcing the FCPA? Even if enforcement of the FCPA detracts from the SEC’s investor protection mission, it can be argued that it is simply an unavoidable cost to carry out the congressional mandate of fighting against overseas bribery. Congress, after all, tasked the SEC with that responsibility; if the SEC did not enforce the FCPA, it would arguably be shirking its statutory responsibilities.

The SEC is not unique in possessing multiple, even conflicting goals; indeed, multiple-goal agencies have been identified as a fundamental problem
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in developing an effective regulatory system. Economic and political science literature forecasts that multiple-goal agencies will devote too many resources on responsibilities that are easier to measure and have higher incentives and will devote too little attention on responsibilities that are harder to measure and have lower incentives. The SEC’s decision to ramp up FCPA enforcement in recent years may be consistent with this prediction: both the SEC and the enforcement attorneys may derive greater benefits (publicity, sense of accomplishment, and, for the attorneys, future job prospects) from big-dollar FCPA settlements against multinational corporations than they do from bringing enforcement actions to deter and punish more mundane types of fraud that do not grab headlines. Accordingly, one can question whether an agency with multiple goals, like the SEC, allocates its resources to best serve the public welfare.

Unfortunately, we lack empirical studies on the effectiveness of the SEC, but there is a consensus among academics, policy makers, and the media that, at least since the turn of the century, the SEC’s “glory days” are behind it. In the past decade, it has been slow to detect securities fraud and corruption. Many question why the SEC has not brought more actions against financial services firms and their executives who brought the world’s economy to the brink of collapse. Strikingly, the SEC’s diminished reputation as an effective enforcer of the federal securities laws coincided with its stepped up enforcement of the FCPA. While these developments are not necessarily correlated, they suggest that stepped-up FCPA enforcement has distracted the SEC from its mission.

Scholars of the SEC have tied the SEC’s effectiveness to its clearly defined mission: “to protect investors, maintain fair, orderly, and efficient markets, and facilitate capital formation.” According to Joel Seligman, “[t]he broader an
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\[136\] For example, the SEC did not detect the Enron/Worldcom financial fraud, the mutual funds and analysts’ conflicts, the Madoff scandal, or the current financial crisis.
\[137\] See, e.g., Ben Hallman, SEC Enforcement Chief Defends Record Under Fire From Rakoff, Critics, HUFFINGTON POST (Jan. 18, 2012, 9:55 AM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/01/18/sec-mounts-defense-of-enforcement_n_1205318.html (describing criticism that the SEC is not doing enough to hold executives accountable for fraud).
\[138\] SEC, supra note 7; see also James D. Cox, Reinventing the SEC by Staring into Its Past, 78 U. CIN. L. REV. 459, 461 (2009) (pointing to its apolitical mission as a reason for the SEC’s durability).
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agency’s jurisdiction, the more likely it is to lack resources or focus to address appropriate priorities.140 The literature on administrative agencies, moreover, supports the importance of a clearly defined mission to an agency’s effectiveness. A central, clearly defined mission allows an agency to develop expertise.141 It may reduce the likelihood of conflicting responsibilities.142 It also guards against the danger of “spreading itself too thin” or the misallocation of scarce resources.143

With respect to expertise: since Congress first considered enactment of the FCPA, the SEC has consistently stated that the statute presented “a broad issue of national policy with important implications for international trade and commerce”144 which was outside the scope of the SEC’s expertise. It has never subsequently convincingly explained how enforcement of the FCPA fits within the SEC’s mission.145 With respect to conflicting responsibilities: protecting investors was, at least until recently, seen as an apolitical agenda that everyone could agree on.146 Although obtaining large penalties against large multinational corporations may win the SEC support by playing to populist distrust, others view regulating overseas bribery activities as moralistic and anti-competitive.147 Moreover, if SEC staff does not view the FCPA as part of its


141 Rachel E. Barkow, Insulating Agencies: Avoiding Capture Through Institutional Design, 89 TEX. L. REV. 15, 19 (2010) (explaining that the need for expertise is classic explanation for creating independent agencies); see also Cox, supra note 138, at 463–65 (describing SEC studies of industry practices that led to important reforms).

142 Stevenson, supra note 23, at 72 (raising the concern that enforcing the FCPA makes the SEC “ever more schizophrenic”). The SEC’s tripartite mission does present the classic conflict between advancing industry goals versus the public interest. For example, SEC staff recently defended its grant of various waivers to securities laws violators because of its statutory mandate to maintain fair, orderly, and efficient markets and facilitate capital formation. Meredith Cross, et al., Letter to the Editor, The View From the S.E.C., N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 13, 2012, at A22, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2012/02/13/opinion/the-view-from-the-sec.html?_r=1&sq=meredith%20cross%20sec&st=cse&scp=2&pagewanted=print.
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mission, it may reflect adversely on the *esprit de corps*.

I concede, however, that these arguments with respect to expertise and conflicting responsibilities are theoretical and speculative.

With respect to allocation of resources, we are dealing with reality. The SEC has consistently, and with good reason, asserted that it has inadequate resources to address all the increased demands placed upon it, particularly by growth in the securities industry and by Dodd-Frank. Scarcity of resources is a perennial problem for the SEC that will not change. In recent years, congressional approval of the SEC’s budget has been an extended, contentious process, reflecting, at times, varying views of the SEC’s competence and the politics of government budgeting that has engendered considerable uncertainty about the SEC’s level of funding. Apart from the vagaries of the budgeting process, the reality is that federal agencies function in a world where resources are always scarce and priorities must be made.

Of course we cannot know if the SEC would do a better job of protecting investors if resources were not diverted from its investor protection mission. The fact remains, however, that there is little countervailing public interest in SEC enforcement of the FCPA because Congress could consolidate enforcement of the FCPA within DOJ. It seems unlikely that consolidation would significantly weaken the congressional mandate of fighting against overseas bribery since DOJ already has established expertise in criminal enforcement of the statute.

Although I conclude that the best solution is to consolidate enforcement of the anti-bribery provision in DOJ, some administrative law scholars do identify policy justifications for the sharing of jurisdiction among agencies. The principal advantages of redundant regulation are said to be the potential to
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harness expertise and competencies of specialized agencies. More specifically, redundancy can improve regulation by creating competition among agencies, developing collective expertise, and providing insurance against one agency’s shortcomings. It is debatable, however, the extent to which these potential benefits are ever realized. Has shared DOJ and SEC enforcement accomplished more than DOJ could do on its own, and, if so, at what cost, in terms of diminishment of the SEC’s investor protection mission? We simply do not know. Against these potential benefits, multiple goals may cause agencies to lose their sense of mission.

Congressional committees have previously recognized that it would make sense to consolidate both criminal and civil enforcement within DOJ. More recently, consolidation of agencies has become a talking point both in the Executive Branch and Congress. President Obama recently asked for authority to propose mergers of agencies, which Congress would then have to approve or reject. Congress previously adopted a policy to “eliminate overlapping and duplication of effort” among agencies and instructed the GAO to make recommendations for consolidation. There does not appear to be any downside to consolidation, because DOJ has the experience, expertise, and global perspective to enforce the anti-bribery provision.

Academic literature worries about “agency creep,” self-aggrandizing efforts to expand agency jurisdiction and power. The history of the FCPA, however, is an example of another problem. Congress gave the SEC power that it did not want, that is not part of its central mission, and that puts a strain on its
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resources.\textsuperscript{160} Although for many years it made the choice not to exercise vigorously this power, the SEC in the recent years has, without explanation, reversed its course.

Finally, it’s “déjà vu all over again.” In Dodd-Frank, Congress could not resist giving the SEC additional powers that are outside its investor protection mission. Dodd-Frank § 1502 requires reporting companies to disclose whether they manufacture products using “conflict minerals” sourced from the Democratic Republic of Congo or contiguous countries and tasks the SEC with promulgating rules to implement the provision.\textsuperscript{161} SEC Chairman Schapiro freely admitted that the subject matter is outside the SEC’s expertise.\textsuperscript{162} To date, the SEC has expended countless hours in drafting regulations, which met with substantial criticism from industry and human rights groups alike.\textsuperscript{163} No good can come of this.

The SEC is the federal agency charged with the responsibility of protecting investors. Unfortunately, since securities fraud shows no sign of abating, the need for protecting investors only continues to grow. The SEC needs to return to its original purpose: investor protection.

\textsuperscript{160} See generally Langevoort, supra note 126 (explaining why theories on how and why agencies regulate are unconvincing because of different circumstances).

